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Abstract: This paper reports on research being conducted on a computer assistant, called PAL. PAL
is being designed to arrange various kinds of events with concern for the who, what , when, where and
why of that event. The goat for PAL is to permit a speaker to interac t with It in English and to use
extended discourse to state the speaker’s requirements. The portion of th. language system
discussed in this report disambiguates references from discourse and interprets the purpose of
sentences of the discourse. PAL uses the focus of discourse to direct its attent ion to a portion of the
discourse and to the database to which th. discourse refers. The focus makes it possibl. to
disambiguate references with minimal search. Focus and a frames r.pres.ntation of the discourse
make it possible to interpret discourse purposes. The focus and representation of the discourse are
explained, and the computational components of PAL which implement reference disambiguation end
discourse Interpretation are presented in detail.

Keywords: reference disambiguatlon, discourse interpretation, discours. purposes, natural language,
focus, frames.
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- - 2-  Dlscourse and Co-r.teren ce in PAl •

1. ~~~~~~~~~ 

:

Every discourse In English consists of one or more sentences which create a general
context of people, places, objects, times and actions. The speaker of the discourse generall y

- 

• will not relate r.ferenc.s from one senten ce to the previous in any direct fashion nor indicate
how the requests or assertions of each sent.nce In the discourse are connected. For the
hearer to interpret the speaker’s discourse and decide what the speaker Is. requesting or
asserting, the hearer must complete two tasks, among others: (1) disamblguate the referential
terms for their inter-sentential and extra-sentent ial links, and (2) determine the purpose of
each sentence in the discourse. The first of these two tasks makes it possible to know what
entities the speaker is referring to. The second task resul ts in establishi ng a connected
discourse and understanding what the speaker wants to commun icate. Interpr eting the
disc ourse purposes of various sentences .xptains why DI Is acceptable below (even though
01-2 does not mention th. party) while 02 Is unacceptable. A theory of reference
disambiguatior, will explain theL disambiguation of his to Bruce and not to Mke, in 03.

Dl-! John is having a party .t his house.
2 1 think the guest of honor is Mary as they are going to announce- the publication

of Mary’s book. -

02-1 Henry wants to meet with Harold.
2 Sing a song before 3 on Thursday. - -

03-1 I want to have a meeting this week. -

2 Bruce, will be the guest lecturer.
3 He will speak on slavery In ant colonies.
4 Mike wants to read ~~ report before th. talk.

An explanation of these phenomena underlies the research being conducted at the MIT Al lab
on PAL. While PAL is designed to understand the English form of requests for arrangi ng
various events, the design depends upon a theory about how to interpret • speaker’st

extended discourse. PAL acts as a model of a hearer in these discourse situations. Two
problems that must be solved before PAL can understand reques ts In extended discourse are

• referential dlsamblguation and discourse purpose Interpretation. This paper reports - on
progress on these two problems.

A sample scenario of what PAL Is designed to do is given in D4 below.
- • 04-1 1 want to schedule a meeting with Dave.

2 It should be at 3 p.m. on Thursday.
3 We can meet In his of lice.
4 Invite Bruce.

1. 1 will use the term sp.aliar to refer to the producer of a spoken or written discourse and
hearer to refer to the receiver of the discourse.

— ~~ _~ — __-—~~~~ •~. ~~~~~~~ .
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-3 - Discourse and Co-reference in PAL

- To understand lhis discourse , PAL must have several natural languag. skills:

I a. parsi ng for the syntac tic structure.
b interpre tation of predlcö.-ar,ument relations.
c. mapping of th. words of each sentence to a represent ation used by the underlying

database and programs.
d. disamb iguatlon of the referential terms.
e. interpr etat ion of each sentenc e for its disto urse purpose.

Th. first two of these skills coristitul. the parser and case frame interp reter developed by
Mitch Marcus. The represen tation mapping was developed by the author. These th r.e
modules are discussed in Marcus (1978). To present a clearer picture of what PAL must be
able to do, consider a sent ence by sentence interpretat ion of the above dialogue.

I want to schedu le a meeti ng w ith Dave.
PAL interpr ets an internal represent ation of the speaker as referent of 1,” and an
Internal representation of “David McDonald” as the referent of “Dave.” -

PAL creates a new Internal representat ion with features to be discussed later to
- be the referent of “a meeting.’

PAL interprets “want to schedule a meeting” to be a request for a scheduling
operation which may extend over several sentences.
PAL interprets the whole sentence to be asserti ng that the meeting has -two
par t icipants , the speaker and Osve McDonald.

It should be at 3 p.m. on Thursday.
PAL interp rets “it” as co-referring to the meeting under discussion.
PAL dls.mblgu.t.s th. time phrasa t o. frame form Used by the scheduler.
PAL interprets the sentence as asserti ng additional information about the meeting
at hand.

We can meet In his office.
PAL determ ines that the speaker and other participant are the co-ref sre nt of ‘we.”
PAL finds in its internal representat ions of things, an entity which “his off Ice” can
refer to.
PAL accepts the sentence as providing more Information about the meeting at hand
and asserts that fact. -

Invite Bruce.
PAL finds an internal representatIon of the person referred to as “Bruce.”PAL determines that the cHided event which Bruce is to attend Is the meeting
under discussion.
PAL accepts the Invite command as asserting another participant of the mpeting.

eiid of discourse ’
PAL interp rets the scheduling reuqest as complet. and carries out the scheduling
command with the meeting as it has been specified in the discourse.

In order to perform these tasks , a theory about the nature of discourse and some of its
components has been developed and will be reported on here. Following that discussion a
closer look .t the rules used by an Implemented running version of PAL will be discussed.

~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~
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- 4 - Discours. and Co-reference In PAL.

2. Definition of Discourse 
-

First, a “discourse” must be defined. I tak. a discourse to be any connected piece - -

of text or spoken language of more than one sentence or independent sentence fragment.
Ideally, every discourse Is about some central concept which Is then elaborated by the clauses
of a discourse. Speakers often produce discourses which fail to meet this specification
because they talk la) about several concep ts without relati ng them or ib) without informing
the hearer that several -conc epts will be discussed at once or 2) because there is no central
concept In their discourses. However, this Idealization will serve to introduce some Important
terms. Multi-concept discourses do occur, end can be described using an approach which is a
generalized version of that present ed in this paper. Some cases of multi-concept discourse
are discussed in Bullwlnkle (1977]. However, the theory presented here has been tested In a
running implementation of PAL, arid this paper Is restricted to that tested model.

In previous work (Winograd, 1971; Rleger, 1973; Charniak, 1972) various structures
for referencing were assumed. Winograd used lists of entities of tile same semantic type and —

chose referents for anaphoric terms based on recency and likelihood in the proper semantic
class. His mechanism was too simple and failed to account for numerous anaphorlc cases as
well as being limited to ob~ects ~ri $ closed world. Rieger postulated memory structures from a
conceptual dependency representation of the sentences of a discourse. The memory
structures were used to infer other information that could be unified to determine
co-reference. His algorithms suffer from the explosive number of inferences that can be made
from each memory structure. Charniak supposed that there were large col lections of
inference rules, called demons, which knew what to do with a small piece of the tota l
knowledge, and which fired whenever that knowledge was encountered. This theory
represents overkill; if one could have as many demons as Charnlak supposed and get them to
fire when that knowledge occurred, the mechanism could be used to predict co-referentiality
of referencial terms. However, controlling the multitude of demons is dif ficult2 , and
furthermore one cannot imagine how such a collection of knowledge is learned in the first
place.

To Interpret definite noun phrases and snaphors, a dif ferent approach Is taken in
PAL.. It is assumed that discourse contains a structure , which when represented, can constrain
the Interpretation of referential terms. From the discourse structure, rules have been
discovered which govern the acceptability of referential terms In different discourse
situations. The interpretation of references is not strictly deterministic; It Is Ilk, knowing

2. Rosenberg (personal communcation] has created a device called sentinels which may
partially solve this problem.

--
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- Discourse and Co-referen ce in PAL

which of several places to look In the discourse for a co-referent and tryIng out the term
found there.

The theory underlying PAL distinguishes two kinds of referri ng. The first is an
— Internal referenc e between a noun phrase and some pre-exlsting database 

- 
object. That

database object represnts a real world entity. In Figure L below internal reference links the
noun phrase NP! “immy Carter’ to a represent ation of Mmmy Carter (who Is descr ibed as
pres ident of the US, etc.). How that database object refers to the real world is th. classical
semantic problem of reference (cf. Kripke (1972) among others) and Is beyond the scope -fl
this work. The other kind of referrIng Is co-refe rence. Co-reference links a noun phrase to
another noun phr ase. The two noun phrases are said to co-refer and both refer to the same
database object. In Figure 1, the dashed link from NP2 “immy’ to NP! Is a co-reference link.
The dot-dash link from NP2 to the database object is a virtual interna l referenc. link which
results from the co-reference link from NP2 to NP! and from the internal reference link from
NP! to the database object. Internal reference and co-referen ce links are dist inguished
because co-refer ence links can be established more easily using discourse structure. In the
remainder of this paper when I speak of internal reference, I will drop the phrase “ Internal ”
and use only “reference.’ - 

-

t

- - 

Fig. I. Reference Linus Between Pious Phrases

— — co-reference 
~k .

NP! “Jm.ny Carter” NP2 ‘immy”
/

- 

- 

nternar ’/ “'“ virtual Internal reference
reference 

~ /
I

Database Representat ion of Jmmy Carter
Name: Jmrny Carter
occupation President of US
birthplace: Georgia

1f Ii - . 11f f !LJL~~~J .l - ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ i~~: ~~~~~~~~~~ —~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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- 6 - Discourse and Co-reference In PAL

3. The Concept of Focus

The central concept of a discourse may be elaborated by several sentences of the
discourse and then either discontinued in favor of a related concept, or dropped in favor of a
new concipt. This central concept of a discourse is called the discourse focus or simply the -

focus. This term was first used by Grosz (1977]. A simple example of focus is meeting In D4
repeated below:

04-1 1 w ant to schedule a meeting with Dave.
2 It should be at 3 p.m. on Thursday.
3 We can meet In his office.

• 4 InvIte Bruce.

All four sentences give Information about the focussed entIty. The focus is what makes a text
or a set of utterances a discourse.

in this work the focus is assumed to be a concept to which other concept s are
asso ciated. Some of the association links are “built-in” in the sense that they exist previous
to the discourse. For example with meeting, built-in association links Include that a meeting
has a time, a place, a set of participants, and a topic of discussion. These association links are
distinguished in the sense that the concept has explicit links to these concepts while no
explicit links exist to other concepts such as color, cost or age. The discourse often serves ~

. -

the purpose of specifyi ng more about the concepts linked to a focus. In 04-1, there is certain
information about who the participan ts are, while 04-2 specifIes the time. 04-3 causes the
hearer to infer that the office Is a place for a meeting, because the focus meeting has a place
associated with It, and because PAL expects to be informed about the concepts associate d to a
meeting. -

In PAL the assoc iation links between concepts are easily expressed in the -frames
structure of FRI (Goldstein and Roberts, 1917]. A frame for a meeting has slots for times,
places , participants and so on. it is exactly thes slots that serve the purpose of association
links to other concepts. One purpose of a discourse with PAL is to fill t hose slots with values
and required informa tion. As I will discuss in the section on the use of definite noun phr ases,
the values given to t hose slots are also useful In Interpreting co-refere nce and in
understanding the purp ose of a sentence of the discourse.

Focus also serv es as the central Index point for co-refer encin g. The focus is what
Is going to be talked about In t ie discourse. When it Is Introduced , It Is new Inform ation.
Thereaft er it is the given Informat ion, and more new informètion is added to it. Knowi ng what
the focus Is helps determ ine co-reference relations because old information can be
prononiinalized while new Information cannot. if a focus Is seen not just as an entity by itself
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- 7 - Discoursa and Co-reference - in PAL

but connected to other enHlies, focus indicates how thos, entities can be co-refer$nts as welt.
In D4-(2-4), the focus of meeting can be used to determ ine the co-reference of It, we and his
of his office: if must co-re fer to the focus, me to those individuals associated to the focus
who include the speaker, and his -to an individual associated to the focus who Is not the
speaker and has male gender. The focus is used as an access function for retrieving the
co-referent of a particular noun phrase. Later in thi s paper , rules governing the use of
anaphor a by means of the focus of the discourse will be discussed.

In th, current version of PAl., focus is chosen as the first noun phrase following the
verb If one exists, else the subject is used as focus. This method of choosing focus Is
adequate for current PAL discourses but not sufficient for the most general case. See Sidner :1
(forthcoming) for a full discussion of focus choice. Once a focus Is chosen, it can be used in
succeeding sentences to determine the co-reference of pronouns or definite noun phrases as
welt as to check to see if the discourse is still connected. A sentence like (1 a) below followed
by (ib) Is a disconnected discourse because the co-referential terms in (ib) are unrelated to
the focus of (Ia) based on the association links present In the database.

(1 a) I want to meet -with Henry.
(Lb) Give me a~ Ice cream cone. -

t The focus of the dIscourse can be changed while maintaining a connected discourse.
The chief means are end of discourse remarks and focus-shift. End of discourse remarks can
be explicitly stated ones like “That’s all,” or ImplIcit Ones, such as the- act of simply endi ng the
input str eam. A less reliable, implicit marking of the end of discourse is to use a sentence
with unrelated co-referential terms. In the cas. above, (Ia) followed by (ib) could be
assumed to be two separate discourses. This case is less reliable because ills impossible to
tell if the speaker assumes t hat the Ice cream cone Is related (as Is often the case with a
non-ideal speak er) or whether the speaker int.nds to change the discourse to a new one. At
present PAL does not accept this kind of abrupt discourse change; Instead PAL indicates that
such a sentence is not Intelligible In the discourse. A more sophisticated PAL might request
that the, speaker explain how it is that (ib) is related to the discourse.

The other means of changing the focus I call focu s-shift. A discourse may expend
various aspects of a focus end then choose one aspect of the focus to describe In detail. For
example , In a discourse about meetings, we may want to spend several sentences specifying
the lime fqr the meeting, why that time Is best and so on. When time Is being discussed, one
would like to know that the focus has changed so that assertions or requests can be taken to
be about time. However, the meeting focus may be bro~~ht back into the discussion later. To

I
~
j t
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- $ - Discourse and CD-reference In PAL

maintain both foci, the meeting focus Is stacked for later use.3 
~~tecting this focus charge is

the process of focus-shift.

Focus shifts cannot be predicted; they are detectable only after they occur. To
detect the focus shift, the focus shift mechanism takes note of new phrases In sentences
following the introductory sentence. Any new phrase is a potential focus. an anaphoric term
In a sentence which follows the potential focus sentence may cO-refer to either the focus or
the potentIal focus. li the potential focus is an acceptable co-referent, it Is the co-referent of
the anaphoric term, and the focus shifts to the potential focus. The choice of off ice as
co-referent of it in 05-3 results fro m focus-shift. The co-referent of It to meetIng In 05-3’

‘ results from the rejection of the potential focus office as the co-referent.

05-1: I want to schedu le a meeting with George, us, Steve and Mke.
2
3 Its kind of small, but the meeting won’t last very long anyway.
3’ It won’t t ake more than 20 minutes.

Rejection of a co-referent results from semantic Information about the type of verb and the
type of semantic entities it accepts. Semantic Information has been proposed for use with
co-refer ence (see Winograd (1971), among others). PAL uses this Information only to reject
or confirm choices made by the focus and focus-shift mechanisms, rather than to suggest

- . classes of co-refere rits.~

4. Modules of PAL

The preceding descrip tion of co-reference interpretation has been incorporated into
a series of modules for PAL These modules are depicted in Figure 2 below, The arrows
represent flow of control between modules.

Each English sentence presented to PAI. by a speaker is Interpreted via a parser,
case frame interpreter and representation mapping program (DuitwInkle, 1976; Marcus, 197$)
into a set of FRI. frames. The sentence “Schedul, a meeting in my office,” is represented by
the followi ng simpllf led frames (slot and slot values are listed also).

__________3. ~~osa (Deut sch, 1975) gay, the first specification of discourse shifts using the concept of
focus. These are discuss.d further in Gi’osz (1977), )4. The mechanism of focus-shift is discussed in more detail In ~ aIIwlnkle (1977), where the
term sub-topic shift ’ Is used.

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~
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- 9 -  Discourse and Co-refere nce In PAL

Flg. 2. Modutes of PAL

C 
_ _  

I I  - -

Parser ] frame Hrnapping co- r ei e r e nce l LI i  

- 1

I interPr.te~~
,, J,_

processor processor

fr~~~ - scheduie2Ol
• schedule
• ‘imperative’

actor - PAL
event - meetlng2o3

frame — meeting2O3 -

• meeting
place • of fice2Ol

— “a”

frame - otfice2Ol( a-kInd-of — office
• my209

frame — ~i*y2O9
a-kind-of • my

Given these frames, PAL Is expected to determine what my209, of fice207, and meetlng203
co-refer to. PAL also must decide what the purpose of an Imperative scheduling request
(represented by schedul.201) Is relative to its database collection of actions. Each of these
modules will now be discussed in detail.

9. nterpretetion of Discourse Purposes —

To interpret discourse purposes , a discourse module creates a model of the
discourse and controls the process of focus identification. Since the beginning, middle and end
of a discours. each require different actions by the PAL schedul er, the discourse component
models each different ly. The first sentence of the discourse is assumed to specI fy what the
nature of the user’s communication is. This is a simplIfied view of the real communication

- - 
process. Many discourses do not simply state their object and then elaborate the relevant
Information. Instead many speakers begin a discourse as in 06 below in which the first

— - 
~::~~~~~~~~~~ - -  ~~~~~~ -‘-- -‘-
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- 10 - Discourse and Co-reference In PAL

i
t

!
sentence contains a reason for some other action, which is requested in a later sentence. ‘~

Other discourses may introduc e indivIduals or objects to the hearer for later comment on
them.

06: 1 am going on vacat ion the beginning of next week . John wants to see me, so
schedule our regular meeting sess ion before I leave.

The current version of PAL uses the simplified view of dIscourse to choose a
discourse purpose . Introductory sen tences are assumed to be making some sort of request.
The PAL discourse module chooses which request on the basis of the ~erb and any associated
moda ls , or on the basis of verbs of desire ( went, wish, would lM.) and the verb complement.
A request consists not only of the request typ e, but of some object which the request is
about (intransItive verbs are not relevant to PAL since telli ng PAL to laugh, run or groan Is
inappropr iate). Th. locus of the discourse is used for this purpose. ThIs choice is plausib le
not only because the focus Is closel y associated with the object of the verb , but also because
a discours , centers discussion on some particu lar entity , and that ent ity is captured by the
focus.

Once a locus has been designated , sentences occurring in mid-discourse are - -

- ; ‘ assum ed to be about the focus until the co-reference module predicts a focus-shift and/or )
until lhe verbs used -are lncons is lenl with the discourse request. Md-discourse sentence s
of ten do not explIcitly co-refer to th. focus as has been shown previously iy~ Dl and D4; they I - -

may contain an implicit locus co-reference. Use of focus for co-reference disambi guatlon has
the added benefIt that sentences containing implicit focus co-references ~re easily recognized
by the discourse component , Once an Implic It focus relation Is estab lished, the module can go
onto predictions of focus sh ift. Knowledge that the speaker 1* co-referr ing to th. focus ,
either explicitly or implicitly, make s possible the predict ion that the dlscourse is not yet
com plete , and the prediction that the speaker is makIng a coherent request. Since neIther
predic tion can be assumed triviall y true, the focus is important to the communication process

In addition to the focus , the discourse module contains knowledge allowing the

modu le to decide li th, verb of a new sentence is consistent wi th the discourse request. Thus
in 07 below , the second sentence uses a verb that is consistent with the scheduling request
while in 07’, the verb Is odd, -

- 
07: Henry wants to meet wIth Harold. Choose a time before 3 on Thursday.
07’: Hsnry wants to meet with Harold. Sing a tong before 3 on Thursday.

The knowledge needed to predict consistenc y Is represented in the frames database in two
ways. First the frame for the discour se request conta ins information about what other
requests can be sub-requests of the discour se. Second a sit of mapping frames contain
informa tion wh ich det rmine how a verb can be interpreted as making a certain request. For
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example, the verb be can be assocIated with scheduli ng and re-scheduling activities. However,
the Intintion of t he speaker In a sentence like (2) is diffe rent within the context of a
scheduli ng or a re-sc heduling request.

(2) The time should be 3 pm. -

In a schedulIng context, (2) can be Interpreted to request that the time be established as 3 pm
whIle (2) in re-sc heduling can have an Interp retation of changing the time from whatever It
was to 3 pm. PAL capt ures the intention of the speaker relative to a request context by an
Infer. ,w e mechanism which Is a matcher that determines that (2) represented as a frame5 can

be asb~ciated w ith schedulIng requests by a simple mapping between two frames. ThIs
correspondence coupled with the use of focus makes it possible to understand (2) as part of a
discourse.

In addition, the mapping functions tell how to Interpr et the current sentence Into
one of the commands which the scheduler can perform. Included in this process are how to
map the slots of one frame into a frame which is the scheduling action. For example, the verb
frame for “We can meet In 823’ Is mapped from a “meet” frame Into a frame called “assert”

with a slot for the object asserted, which Is the focus, and a slot for what is asserted about
that object, in this case the place as 823.

The end of a discour se is curr•ntly nt•rpreted as being the end of the speaker’s
input stream. A more sophisticated means of interpreting discourse end is poss~bte, though
not Implemented , give n the focus mechanism: when the needed slots of the focus are fitted,
the speaker can be considered to have finishe d this discour se. L~on sensing the end of the

dis course , the discourse module informs the schedu ler that It can carry out the action
requested at the discourse beginning. At first glance this may appear as If the discourse
request specified at the beginning is ignored In favor of other requests. In fact the initial
request is used In interpretIng mid-discourse sentences. Howev r, m ny discou rs. actions like
scheduling require that the action of schedulIng be delayed until all the necessary Information
for scheduling is presented. This process normally cannot be stated in a- sigh, sentence , and
a whole discourse Is needed to fill in the request. In this fashion the discourse module
reflects the fac t that a discourse consists of many sub -discourses centered around indiv idual
entIties and which are opened and closed by focus shifting or finishing discussion of the
current focus.

- 
- ‘

.

PAL is similar to the GUS system (Bobrow it al 1977] because it expects a
discourse to provide information about the slots of a frame. GUS permits user Initiati ve

5. A frame Is not take n as the meaning, in the classical semantic sense, for (2h PAL makes no
claIms about th is sense of meaning. 

. 
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~~~~~ i talthough it Is unclear what the extent of this initIative is. GUS does not seem to allow for user
initiative of the discourse requests. Since PAL expects full user control oyer all parts of the
discour se, PAL needs a complete description of the discours, and Its focus. PAL’s use of focus
also presents a complete theory of the kinds of co-reference problems raised by the GUS
system.

6. Co-reference Disamblguation

There are two sub-modules for co-refere nce Interp retation In PAL, the sententIal
and inter-sentential co-reference modules. The inter-sentential co-reference sub-module
chooses co-references for referential terms in the discours e once the focus Is identifed. The
task of determinIn g co-reference varies depending upon the presence or absence of previo us
discourse. When there i* previous discourse, co-reference interpretation depends lar;ely on
the focus . For sImple 6 definite noun phrases , PAL assumes either the focus is the direct
co-referent of the definite noun phrase or the focus contains ~ slot that is th~ co -reference of
the definite noun phrase. ThIs assumption needs modification since same definite noun
phrases are used to refer outside the context of the discourse. For example , when tryi ng to
schedule a meeting, If the speake r says (3), the definite noun phrase co-refers to an entity
associated with the meeting under disc ussion; that association Is reflected in the frame slot
structure of FRI... 

-

- (3) The best place Is my office.
However , If the speaker says (4), th. conl.r•nce room, i.e. that particular conference room •

which the speaker ha~ ~n mind, Is not associat ed with meetings In general , and so the focus
does not point out the co-refer ance. -

(4) We ought to meet In the conferen ce room . .

However , by searchi ng the focus, the lack of a connection can be noticed , and a reference
from the database can then be cons idered. In this way, the focus acts as an access function ,
but only for those co-ref erential terms related to the previous sentences of the discourse .

PAL uses data base search with growing contexts of reference to chOose reference
for other kinds of noun phrases which refer to entities outside the dIscourse. Growi ng a
context is accomplished using the Immediate set of frames from the first sentence and
recursIvely creati ng larger sets from the slot values of those frames until the frame with the
name In question is found. The context growing mechanism reduces search from a more global
5~~ ch st . ategy , and helps control potential ambiguit ies that exist due to multiple possi ble

6. A simpl. definite noun phrase is a definite noun phrase contaIning no relative clauses. At
present PAL interprets only such noun phrases.

-

~~~~~~~ 

- 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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— references in the database. This same method could be used for defInite noun phrases that

f refer outside the discourse. -

- 

Use of the focus is actually somewhat more complex since the defini te noun phrase
may be a co-reference to the potential focus of the discourse. Should a definite noun phrase
co-refer to the potential focus , the discourse module pushes the current focus to a focus stack
and takes the potential focus as the new focus. The pushed focus is available for later use In
the discourse. The current inter-sentential sub-module doss not interpret definite noun
phrases used generically. The focus can be used for these case s as well (see Sidner,
[forthcoming ]), but the details of this process are not included in the current version of PAL

The inter-sentential co-reference sub-module also determines the co-reference of
personal pronouns. For the pronouns -of first person plural (w., us), two choices can be made.
First the sub-module can choose the focus as the direct co-referent of the anaphor. Second
the sub-module can choose a set of co-r eferences from a partic ular slot of the focus. That . -

slot must contain co-references including the speaker of the discourse. For he~1~1ie, and its
object forms, the focus is chosen as a direct co-reference. Using the focus as co -referent
explains the anaphoric co-reference in 08 of his to Bruce and rather than Mike. When the
focus Is not the co-referent, a -co-referent stipulated by the co-reference rules of the

- sentential co-reference sub-module, discussed below is used. Finally if neither is acceptable,
entities associated with the focus are checked for co-reference. This sub-module predicts - 

-

misuse of he/she pronouns if no co-references are found from this process or if more than
one results from the last step in the process.

The interpretation of co-reference for he/sh. pronouns needs to be expanded to
include consideration of potential focus since in 08 below , his co-refe rs to Bruce and not to
Mike.

08: I want to have a meeting this week. Bruce, will be the guest lecturer. Mike wants
to read ~~ report first.

4 ’
It appears that the focus and potential focus ought to be checked for co-reference to such

~ I 
pronouns before sentential co-referen ce rules are used. However , further experimentation
with suc h cases is needed to confirm this aspect of co-reference.

For the co-reference of it, the inter-sentential co -reference sub-module chooses a
co-referent either fr om the focus, the potential focus or from predictions from sentential
co-reference rules, which are discUssed below. This choice strategy Is not entirely adequate
because recency appears to play a role In the co-reference choices for It. Recency rules are
discussed in Sidner (forthcoming], and coui4 be included in a future version of PAL. The

I
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inter-sentential co-reference sub-module uses the semantic cons tra ints placed on the pronoun
by the verb In a few instances; this portion of PAL could be expanded greatly. Co-reference
rules for they work similarly to those for it with consideration that the speaker cannot be
included in the co-reference. set.

When no previous discourse exIsts , PAL’s sentential co-reference sub-module uses
the co-refere nce rules of Lasnik (19763 to choose co-referen ces. The rule is stated as
follows: If a noun phr ase, NP1, precedes another noun phrase , NP2, and NP2 is not a pronoun,
and further If the mInImal cyclic node dominating NP1 also dominates NP2 then NP2 and
are disjoint in reference. The expression ~disjoint In refirence is taken to mean have no
references In common, thereby blocki ng the co-reference of Bob and Tom to thy  in (5).

(5) They assume that Bob will talk to Tom.
By using Lasnik’s rule, disjoint references Of a noun phrase in a sentence can be chosen, as
well as a list of acceptable co-references for the noun phrase. This information is recorded in
the frame presenting the noun phrase. As pointed out by Reinhart (19763, Lasnik’s rule fails
to predict the disjoint references in sentence s Ilk. (6) and (7) below , but these cases -are not
problematic given inter-sentential co-reference rules because other rules will predict the
co-reference for the pronouns first. )

(6) Near Q~~~ 
he saw a snake.

(7) For Ben’s wife, he would give hit life. -

In addition to the use of a co-reference rule, the sentential sub~-module determines
the referents of proper names. Using the co llection of frames which make up the discourse, a
frame containing the correct first (and if given, last ) name can be found. Should the Immediate
discourse fail to produce Ihe name referent , • larger context can be grown from the slot
values and from the slot defaults of the fr ame representing the focus. - The same context
growing mechanism used for definite noun phrases Is used. By this process of context
growing, ambiguous uses of names like John can be avoided. John will refer to that person
most clbsely associated wi th the discourse. If more than one frame for the name John is
found, the context growing process predicts that the speaker has used the name ambiguously.
Context growing h~s been effective in a limited number of cases tested so far , although a
database with more potential ambiguities would further test this sub-module.
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7. Extens ions

C, The current PAL can be expanded In many directions. Some of the necessary
developments of its co -reference capabiliti es have already been discussed. SIgnifIcantly,
these capabilities do not require extensive new theoretical appparatus the focus of discourse
and structure of FRI. can sustain the needed improvements. In discourse interpretat ion PAL
must be extended to interpret discourses which define new people, places, events, actions and
like objects as well as to interpret preferences of users and purposes for Various• activities.
These extensions not only will make PAL a more useful syste m, but~ also they encompass a set
of tasks useful for other interactive program ming domains. Experimentation on the discourse
module of PAL is need to incorp orate these new capabil Ities.
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